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Report OD the Administration of the Meteorological Department 
of the Government of India in 192i-25. and a General Survey 
of half a. century's Work since the Es~a.blishment of the De
partment. 
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1875 to 1889 
18S9 to 1903 
19M to 19'24 
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Concluding remarks U 

Tms is the fiftieth Administration Report of the India Meteorological Depart
ment and records the completion of the first half century of systematic observations 
on weather in India, by uniform methods. It would have been pleasant to have 
been able to call 1925 a Jubilee year, but that would .imply not ouly a 50 years' 
course of work, but a prosperous condition of the department at its close, with 
adequate stali and resources : it will be wer to call this year the half-centeJmry, and 
regard it as a fitting time to review the progress made, to take stock of the present 
and consid .. the fqture. 

lIIsrORY • . 
2. In a country where extremes of climate-temperature, dryness and torrential 

Iainfull-have alwaye added to the difficulties of life, there must often have been a 
natural instinct to set op a collection of private meteorological instruments and take 
at least occasional readings. Even in the earliest daye of British interest in India 
thi.s was evidenced. for among the less unsystematic work of this kind thOle have 
been records by Colonel Pearse in Calcntts, 1785, and by other officers sprinkled 
about the country. But the dilierence is rsdical between any collection of short 
seri .. of unordered observations and the work of a centrally-controlled system on 
uniform lines, so that although before 1885 provincial authorities occasionally issued 
instructions to district administrative and medical officers to note temperatures. 
Iainfull and air pressure, these old observations as actually taken have since beeD. 
found to be of little value. 

Seta of instruments were then issued, but without prev'ous comparison with 
standards for determination of their errors, and commouly lVithout instruct:onJ 
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